The Love Match (Waverly Women)

Waverly women pursue their aspirations no
matter what the obstacle. They may marry
if the cause seems to suit the purpose, or
they may flirt until their heart is content or,
perhaps, until the gentleman who has
proven to be the most elusive of all is
clearly within reach. No matter what the
obstacle, none is too big for a Waverly
woman. These are books of dreams,
lessons, fanciful thoughts, and, most of all,
tales of girls grown now to women who
won t settle for anything less than their full
dream, impossible as it may seem at the
outset. By day Felicity champions women s
rights, vowing to stay unmarried and true
to the cause, but by night she dreams of
romance. She is the secret author of a
scandalous new novel the tale of a lady
rake and her passionate exploits. One titled
gentleman has learned her identity and is
growing more and more intrigued with this
headstrong young woman. With the
handsome marquis spurring her on, Felicity
will soon learn that real life can be
infinitely more interesting and stranger
than fiction.
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